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IMPROVING QUALITY OF LIFE - BOSTON/HUTCHINSON CONNECTION
The iC4K delivers doctor prescribed media that brings joy and cogni�ve improvement
Hutchinson, Kansas, January 2, 2018 – Almont Studios of Boston, Massachuse�s, has opened a new
10,000 sq. �. facility in Hutchinson, Kansas, to manufacture the iC4K technology pla�orm and create
custom individualized media content for users with cogni�ve impairment and anxiety concerns.
“It has been a joy collaborating with extraordinary doctors and other professionals
from Hutchinson and Wichita. We have brought our interactive technology developed
in Boston to Kansas to improve the quality of life for my mother and people like her
with anxiety and cognitive issues.” - G. Almont Green, President of Almont Studios
The iC4K display is custom designed as large as possible for the install loca�on (up to video wall size).
Personal photographs related speciﬁcally to each user are prepared each month to engage and redirect
anxiety. Details in the imagery provide content for use as part of a cogni�ve exercise regimen to aid
memory. Over 200 diﬀerent cogni�ve exercises can be incorporated as part of a user program designed
to be mo�va�onal and enjoyable. Each system can have mul�ple user programs, each privately accessed.
“I just love looking at old family photographs and talking about them. I turn the knob
to look at photos and push the button to see what’s new. Sometimes it reminds me to
read a scripture or to watch and imitate my son doing a fun exercise. There is always
something to see and explore.” Juanita Green, Mother and iC4K user
In collabora�on with medical professionals, the staﬀ at Almont Studios interview and select photographs
and items for scanning, edi�ng and programming onto the iC4K. Audio and video segments are also used
where appropriate. The iC4K is available on a subscrip�on basis with content updated and changed
regularly. Various op�ons and a�achments are under development extending the capabili�es of the
system to assist with diagnos�c informa�on for the user’s doctors as well as gathering data helpful for
care facili�es, doctors and medical professionals.
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